NOW HIRING!!!! (Multiple Positions)
1. SOLDERERS (LOW TEMP) - $13 per hour ($1-3 raise after 3 months), NW 77043, M-F (6 am 2:30 pm), Low Temp soldering experience REQUIRED (will test).
READY TO START ASAP!!!
2. MIXERS / MOLDERS (Plastic Manufacturing) - $15 per hour, NW 77066, Rotating Shifts (MUST
have open availability and no shift restrictions), Must be able to read a tape measure (down to the
fraction / will test), Must know how to operate a forklift, Must have some form of manufacturing /
production experience.
READY TO INTERVIEW ASAP!!!
3. ORDER SELECTOR (RAYMOND forklift Operator) - $12.50 per hour, NW 77041, M-F (5 pm - 2
am), RAYMOND STAND UP forklift experience REQUIRED (will test), MUST have some order
pulling experience.
READY TO INTERVIEW ASAP!!!
4. RECEIVING / SHIPPING (Warehouse Associates) - $13.50 per hour, NW 77081, M-F (9 am - 6
pm), NONE CLIMATE CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT, MUST have some shipping / receiving
(warehouse) experience, MUST be willing to work HARD and be on feet ALL DAY, MUST have
FORKLIFT experience, MUST have RF Scanner experience, SOME customer service experience.
READY TO INTERVIEW ASAP!!!
5. SHOP OPERATOR (Lay-Up Operator) - $17 per hour, NW 77092, M-F (1st shift), MUST be able
to operate basic hand tools /layup supplies/ down hole tools/ overhead crane/ tape measure/
calipers, MUST have some experience in manufacturing and production / machine operation.
READY TO INTERVIEW ASAP!!!
6. MATERIAL HANDLER - $16 per hour, South (77047), MUST be BILINGUAL (English / Spanish),
M-F (6am - 3 pm), MUST be able to operate a FORKLIFT, entry level position (some experience in
warehouse preferred), CHEMICALS (no skin sensitivity).
READY TO INTERVIEW AND START ASAP!!!
REQUIREMENTS for ALL positions:
* MUST pass a background check (7 years)
* MUST pass a drug test (Oral Swab)
* MUST have open availability
* MUST have reliable transportation
* MUST be able to start ASAP
7. GLAZIERS (Helpers & Installers) - $16 per hour, Houston (77070), M-F (6am - Until done / Some OT), MUST
have some warehouse experience, MUST have some familiarity with window / door / glass installation and
handling, VALID DRIVER LICENSE preferred (Not Required), VERY HEAVY LIFTING (Physically Fit).
READY TO INTERVIEW AND START ASAP!!!

Must pass background check
Must pass drug test

Email QUALIFIED resumes to ALONA@CERTIFIED.COM
(MUST include desired POSITION in the subject line OR I will not review your resume)
* Resumes MUST be up to date and properly formatted
* Resumes MUST contain current contact info and EMAIL
address
* Resumes MUST be emailed in PDF or WORD format (NO
screenshots)

